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Response to

DG Competition ISSUES PAPER on

Competition in EU securities trading and post-trading

DG Competition published an Issues Paper on “Competition in EU securities trading and
post-trading”. The Paper is based on DG Competition’s analysis of financial, legal and
documentary data from all parts of the financial services industry. The Paper has led DG
Competition to some findings on market structure and competition in the financial services
industry and proposals have been solicited for the elimination of certain barriers to
competition.

Borsa Italiana Group is thankful for the opportunity to comment DG Competition’s Paper
and is pleased for this occasion to contribute to the discussion.

Hereinafter, in this response we will focus first on the so-called vertical silo organization of
post trading services and the industrial set up of trading and post-trading services. We will
than provide our feedback on the specific “Concerns” summarised by DG Competition in
paragraph n. 103 of the Issues Paper.

The vertical silo concept and the substantive industrial set up of trading and post-trading
services

On the set up of the post-trading industry, we share DG Competition’s finding that the
industry is characterised by a number of players that either are bound to trading venues
through vertical arrangements or are owned by them .

Borsa Italiana Group believes that, as shown in DG Competition’s study, the trading and
post-trading industry is to be regarded as being vertically integrated from a functional point
of view. Vertical integration is independent from the ownership of the various legal entities
active at the different levels of the production chain. This conclusion follows directly from
DG Competition’s finding that entities which are not vertically integrated in terms of
ownership nonetheless have in place agreements with post-trading operators that restrict their
ability to provide services to third subjects.

From this perspective, Borsa Italiana Group vertically owns the post-trading entities but
shows the lowest prices among EU Member States, demonstrating that in the trading and
post-trading industry there might exist significant vertical ownership efficiencies. Moreover,
as shown in DG Competition’s study, these efficiencies may yield costs for each activity
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along the value chain which can be lower compared to those borne by non-integrated
competitors.
With specific reference to Borsa Italiana Group, we believe that such satisfactory results, in
terms of prices and costs compared to other international benchmarks, are a consequence of
our choice to improve service efficiency at every level of the value chain ensuring, at the
same time, strong Group co-ordination and adequate cost controls. Indeed, in the Italian case,
vertical ownership has avoided any double marginalization inefficiencies and has fostered a
unitarian approach to management which has led to a slim and technologically advanced
service organization.

The efficiency of such a strategy is proved by the fact that in the Italian case low prices for
customers are associated to profits for shareholders. The balance sheets of Borsa Italiana
Group’s entities demonstrate that low prices to customers appear to be sustainable insofar as
they are based on low operating costs and an acceptable rate of capital remuneration.

Moreover, we believe that the organization of Borsa Italiana Group – where each relevant
trading and post-trading activity is performed by a different legal entity – achieves a high
degree of transparency considering that (i) each company charges participants for its own
services provided (no all-in fees but separate fees for trading, clearing and settlement
services) (ii) each company’s fee schedule details the price of each single service provided
(for example CCP details annual membership fees, clearing fees, Internet Clearing Work
Station fees; other fees).In top of this it must be said that Borsa Italiana Group has chosen to
provide a high level of transparency publishing on each Group company’s website the
related fee schedules.

As an additional point on the comparatively low costs of Borsa Italiana Group, it must be
noticed that the Group’s post-trading companies provide only trading and post-trading
services that are not bundled to other value–added activities, quite unlike from other post-
trading infrastructures in the EU. Therefore, in the case of Borsa Italiana Group, concerns
about the possibility that the fee structure may hide additional costs, originated by more
complex organisational structures or services outside the post-trading core business, are
radically ruled out.

Finally, the services provided by Borsa Italiana Group are highly fungible. As an example,
looking at clearing functions, Cassa di Compensazione e Garanzia provides CCP services to
multiple competing trading platforms. Interoperability between different CCPs is already up
and running for MTS and BrokerTech markets between Cassa di Compensazione e Garanzia
and LCH Clearnet. Looking at settlement functions, all kinds of securities and bonds are
eligible to be settled within Monte Titoli regardless of the market where they are traded
(Borsa Italiana, TLX, MTS, BrokerTech and other Italian MTFs). Furthermore MT manages
X-TRM system that allows for routing contracts to other CSDs.

To conclude, and before answering the specific questions raised by DG Competition’s Issues
Paper, Borsa Italiana Group believes that an appropriate evaluation of the organisational set
up of the trading and post trading industry should go beyond simple concerns about
integrated ownership and unrealistic comparisons between so-called vertical silos versus
hypothetical horizontal structures. More fundamentally, the focus should rest on the effective
conditions of access, transparency and efficiency across EU markets.
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Concerning possible ways forward, Borsa Italiana Group is of the opinion that the creation of
an efficient post-trading system should rely on a market-led rather than legislative initiative.
We, therefore, actively pursue the development of concrete measures and solutions from the
industry that may allow service providers to improve efficiency in the short run. Borsa
Italiana Group does not oppose in principle the proposed adoption of a post-trading
Directive, nor other legislative intervention. However, Borsa Italiana Group believes that
market-led improvements, even though solicited and guided by Institutions, should come
first and that legislative intervention may follow in case of market failure in achieving the
proposed goals. In any event, Borsa Italiana Group is willing and ready to participate in the
general debate over the industry organization in the primary interest of its customers and
shareholders.

DG Competition concerns

1. Restrictive clauses in agreements between exchanges and CCPs relating to the freedom
of the latter to provide services to competitors

The freedom of CCPs to provide services to competing exchanges would be a good solution
to improve competition and efficiency in the industry.

With reference to the agreements in force between the companies belonging to Borsa Italiana
Group, they do not include any specific restrictive clause and, as already stated above, Borsa
Italiana Group has a positive practical experience in providing services to competitors.

2. Idem between CCPs and providers of agency settlement services

As to relationships between CCPs and providers of agency settlement services (ICSD) we
believe that competition could be improved through a higher degree of transparency. This
could be achieved with an accounting separation between banking services and CSD
services.

3. Opacity of arrangements and agreements throughout the industry

We support the development of industry standards or code of conduct in order to give
transparency to the set up of trading and post-trading industry and to the agreements that
regulate the relationships between the legal entities active at different level of the production
chain.

The post trading companies of Borsa Italiana Group, Cassa di Compensazione e Garanzia
and Monte Titoli have taken step in such direction by defining a set of standard procedures
that assure equal treatment among market infrastructures to all subjects, including
competitors, who request access to their services and are qualified in accordance with
national and community legislation and with the applicable rules and decisions of the
competent Authorities.
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4. Lack of transparency in infrastructure pricing

Detailed fee schedules published on  Internet website would ensure full price transparency
for users.
In addition open discussion between market infrastructures and participants as well as
presentation of any change of fee schedules would also improve the level of understanding
and transparency of price.

Borsa Italiana Group also supports DG  Competition proposal that private sector and DG
Competition itself should publish regular comprehensive surveys of fees, and believes that
such surveys should comprise all EU market infrastructures.

5. Lack of accounting unbundling within vertically integrated service providers leading to
difficulty in detecting abusive cross-subsidies

As stated above, we do not see any need to distinguish between the so-called vertical
integrated structures and the non vertical integrated structures, considering that the industry
is vertically integrated from a functional point of view and that the transparency of
accounting and cross-subsidies depends on the organisation and set up of each market
infrastructure.

Having said that, the accounting unbundling and the detection of cross-subsidies could be
achieved, or improved, giving transparency to the contractual agreements in force between
the market infrastructures and increasing the level of price transparency. Other solutions, like
prohibiting retrocession agreements, could be evaluated based on the results achieved by
transparency.

6. The same issue also in non vertically integrated structures, as it concerns information
services and trade reporting fees

See above.

7. Elimination of concentration rules and other measures with equivalent effect

In Italy the concentration rule was established by law with the view of improving efficiency
in the market and certainly not in order to set up barriers to competition. The aim of the
concentration rule was to obtain a fair price-discovery process determined on the basis of the
demand and supply for each security.

The elimination of the concentration rule should only come after entry into force of MiFID,
because only the full application of the Directive will introduce the pre-trade transparency
and best execution rules necessary to preserve the fairness in price-discovery absent
concentration, whilst introducing competition among trading venues.

8. State measures prescribing specific platforms in order to qualify for primary dealer
status in government bonds
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On this issue it must be observed that in Italy the qualification for primary dealer status in
government bonds is not related to a specific platform but to any wholesale regulated market
for government securities.

9. Possible market failure in provision of technology interfaces allowing integrated trading
on competing market platforms

Borsa Italiana Group believes that with the adoption of MiFID the development of
interoperable interfaces allowing price comparisons will become crucial for the improvement
of competition among trading venues.

The measures foreseen under MiFID require pre- and post-trading transparency and leave to
market forces any activity related to the consolidation of such information. We support the
necessity to leave such consolidation to market forces and we believe that pre- and post-
trading information requires a minimum level of standardisation in order to contain
“consolidatable” data.

10. Lack of CCP and CSD interoperability undermining access

In our view lack of CCPs and CSDs interoperability undermines the freedom of participants
to chose their clearing and settlement location. Access to such clearing and settlement
infrastructures must be not discriminatory regardless of their degree of interoperability.

As to interoperability, its effective implementation requires the elimination of restrictive
clauses in vertical arrangements as well as the elimination of exclusive arrangements, the
solution of technical barriers and the development of a set of generally accepted EU wide
operating standards to allow market infrastructures to effectively use multiple providers.

In addition, market infrastructures will be interested to effectively support competition and to
provide services to different competing players, only in a context of reciprocally open
market infrastructures. Such principle of reciprocity is prodromical to avoid participants free
riding and loss of business.

11. Intransparent bundling of execution and other services by brokers

In our view, the best execution criteria required by MiFID for retail clients which are based
on “total consideration”1 might increase the bundling of execution costs with other services’
costs, thus decreasing the price comparability of single services.
                                                          

1 Article 44
(Articles 19(1) and 21(1) of Directive 2004/39/EC)
Best execution criteria
… omissis…

3. Where an investment firm executes an order on behalf of a retail client, the best possible result
shall be determined in terms of the total consideration, representing the price of the financial
instrument and the costs related to execution, which shall include all expenses incurred by the
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We hope that DG Competition will find our comments useful and we remain at full disposal
for further discussion. Moreover, we look forward to further co-operate with the activities of
DG Competition on this matter. With our best regards,

Milan,  17 July 2006

                                                                                                                                                                    
client which are directly related to the execution of the order, including execution venue fees,
clearing and settlement fees and any other fees paid to third parties involved in the execution of
the order.

For the purposes of delivering best execution […] the firm's own commissions and costs for
executing the order on each of the eligible execution venues shall be taken into account in that
assessment.


